In accordance with its policy of rounding out its collection of the art of the Old Kingdom, the Museum has recently purchased two statues at present on exhibition in the vestibule in front of the tomb of Per-neb, with which they are roughly contemporary. These statues were made to be placed in the statue chambers, or sirdAbs, of tombs like that of Per-neb, and their owners, like Per-neb himself, were officials in the service of the pharaoh. The statues are similar in size, both are of painted limestone, and both date from the second half of the V Dynasty. One portrays a certain Demedj and his wife, and the other Ny-ku-Re' and his wife and daughter.
Councilor], the Supervisor of Fowl Yards. Thiy, who made it for"-then, at the left, the name and titles of Demedj himself.
It may appear irrelevant to begin a discussion of the statue by listing the offices held by these two men, but as a matter of fact the most direct way to identify such a family-when an antiquity comes to us with no history-is by the offices the members held. The names of Demedj and in particular of Thiy were common during the Old Kingdom, as was that of the wife of Demedj, Henwetsen, who stands at the right. The style of the figures indicates that they were made during the second half of the V Dynasty. Therefore we must consider the men called Demedj or Thiy already known to us who lived during the V Dynasty and who had similar titles. It so happens that the eldest son of the Thiy whose magnificent tomb is well known to all visitors to Sakkareh was called Demedj. As the eldest son was regularly named for his grandfather we may infer that Thiy's own father was also a Demedj, although neither of his parents is mentioned in his tomb. This Thiy's offices were so multifarious that it is hard to sort out which actually had practical duties attached to them and which were sinecures. He himself always emphasized those which brought him into personal contact with the pharaoh, and his own favorite was the simple one of "Sole Companion [of the pharaoh]." However, high up on the list come three possessed by Thiy, the son of our Demedj: "Supervisor of Fowl Yards," "Judge and Administrator," and "The One Who Knows the Secret" (made explicit by the addition of "in the House of the Morning," or the like of the Southern Tens." From this door we learn that he was also the Supervisor of various royal fowl yards and stables, Supervisor of the "houses of the royal children," of "all hinterland waters," of "all huntsmen," and of "all beekeepers." As well as having priestly duties in connection with Ny-woser-ReC and his temple, he was a priest of the deceased King SahuRe'.
Ny-ku-Rie's chief offices, however, had to do with the royal granary, but unfortunately we cannot be sure of his exact position in its administration. The inscription already quoted begins with an ambiguity. He was either "The Scribe and Supervisor of the Granary" or "The Secretary of the Supervisor"--rather a difference of rank. He was certainly "Supervisor of the Scribes of the Granary" and "Foreman of the Granary"-the distinction between a supervisor (imy-r) and foreman (hry-tp) apparently being that the former was the nominal head and the latter the man on the spot. Ny-ku-Re's son, however, is definitely stated in this inscription to have been a "Supervisor of the Granary."
The statues confirm our feeling that the 
